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iOS development

Game development

Virtual Reality

Augmented Reality

Web development

3D modelling

SKILLS

Mindgames - Early into the mobile app industry, we designed and developed apps for 
various mobile platforms amassing more than 2 million downloads.

Selar - Co-founded a virtual try-on Augmented Reality SAAS solution completing a pre-
seed investment round.

Mirakee - Co-founded a micro-blogging platform with more than a million downloads and 
23k DAU and 120k MAU at its peak.

With a start-up mindset, I have always been motivated to start new projects of my own or 
collaborate with others to work on something new.

PROJECTS

Taking out useful information from raw data off the internet, we could take out 
components like nouns, pronouns, sentiment etc and present it in a visually useful 
manner.

Orkash Services Private Limited, India
2014 - 2015Software Engineeer

Lead iOS developer responsible for taking in the requirements of various clients, 
translating them to the rest of the team and delivering the final product to the client. 
Some of the clients included Zoto, TerraPay and Woffr.

MADS Technologies, India
2015 - 2016Senior iOS developer

Working as the only iOS developer in a fin-tech startup, I was responsible for the 
development of the iOS application which acted like a mobile wallet that could be used 
for shopping, mobile recharge or to transfer money to others. Also dived deep into digital 
marketing and analytics

Zoto, India
2016 - 2017Engineer

As the lead iOS developer in an ed-tech startup, I was responsible for the development 
of the mobile applications of a collaborative learning platform. Started the gradebook app 
from scratch and looked over the maintenance of the already exisiting Teamie app.

Teamie, India
2017-2018Senior software developer

EXPERIENCES

Experienced software developer adept in bringing forth expertise in design, installation, 
testing and maintenance of software systems. Equipped with a diverse and promising 
skill-set. Proficient in various development platforms, environments and programming 
languages. Experienced with the latest cutting edge development tools and procedures. 
Able to effectively self-manage during independent projects as well as collaborate as part 
of a productive team.

CAREER PROFILE

LANGUAGES

(Professional)English
Hindi (Native)

TOOLS
Xcode, Unity, Visual Studio,
Android Studio, Eclipse, Blender,
Arduino, Wordpres, Klynt, Sketch,
Photoshop.

PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES

Swift, Objective-C, C#, Java, C++
JavaScript, HTML5, CSS.

EDUCATION

BTech in Computer Science
ITM University
2010 - 2014

Masters in Games Design
University of Arts London
2019 - 2020

akshay1427@gmail.com

+44 7553708309

akshay-jain.wixsite.com/portfolio

linkedin.com/in/akshay-jain-3bab2a40/

github.com/genaks

twitter.com/akshay1427

Mobile application and 
game developer
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